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Abstract17

Hydrodynamic models are an essential tool for studying the movement of water and18

other materials across the Earth surface. However, the possible questions which models19

can address remain limited by practical constraints on model size and resolution, partic-20

ularly in fluvial and coastal environments in which hydrodynamically-relevant landscape21

features are topologically complex and span a wide range of spatial scales. The rise in22

popularity of unstructured meshes has helped address this problem by allowing mesh res-23

olution to vary spatially, and many models support local refinement of the mesh using24

breaklines or internal regions-of-interest. However, there remains no standardized, objec-25

tive, or easily reproducible method to define or implement internal features between dif-26

ferent users. The present study aims to address whether remote sensing information can27

be used to fill in that gap, by embedding information about hydrological connectivity and28

landscape structure directly into an unstructured mesh. We present a fully-automated im-29

age processing methodology for preserving dynamically-active connected features in the30

unstructured 2D shallow-water model ANUGA, while reducing computational demand31

in other less active areas of the domain. The Unstructured Mesh Refinement Method32

(UMRM) works by converting a binary input raster into a collection of closed, simple33

polygons which can be used to internally refine the model mesh, meanwhile preserving34

landscape connectivity and enforcing model-related constraints. The UMRM and ANUGA35

are both fully open-source and agnostic regarding the source of remote sensing data used36

as input, which can include optical, radar, and topographic datasets. We demonstrate the37

use of the UMRM workflow by applying it to a large-scale model of the Wax Lake and38

Atchafalaya Delta distributary system in coastal Louisiana. Our model mesh is refined us-39

ing a long-term time-series of optical Planet imagery, a short-term time-series of interfer-40

ometric SAR measurements of water level change, and lidar-derived topography data. We41

compare the results of the connectivity-preserving mesh (CPM) to results from an unre-42

fined mesh using a uniform mesh resolution, and find that the UMRM decreased the num-43

ber of mesh elements, simulation time, and output data size by around a third, without any44

loss in model accuracy when compared to in-situ and remotely-sensed water level mea-45

surements. To our knowledge, this study is the first to use non-topographic remote sensing46

data to constrain the mesh structure of a hydrodynamic model, and results from our test47

application suggest that doing so can result in noteworthy reductions in computational de-48

mand.49
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1 Introduction50

Due to widespread advancements in computing power and accessibility in the 21st51

century, researchers studying the Earth’s surface are now able to probe questions regard-52

ing the movement of matter and energy through landscapes at unprecedented scales and53

resolution. The availability of remote sensing imagery and physics-based numerical mod-54

els have revolutionized the study of large-scale geophysical systems [Balsamo et al., 2018],55

and enabled simulation of full-scale experiments regarding the effects of different pro-56

cesses on the function and form of landscapes. A number of numerical models have been57

developed to study the movement of water, sediment, and other materials using finite-58

volume (FVM) and finite-element (FEM) approaches, and hydrodynamic models in partic-59

ular have proven to be useful tools for advancing our understanding of hydrological trans-60

port and connectivity in fluvial, coastal, and oceanic systems [Lane, 1998; Bates, 2012;61

Danilov, 2013; Teng et al., 2017; Edmonds et al., 2021]. Hydrodynamic models have been62

used to study fluvial flooding [Yu and Lane, 2006; Czuba et al., 2019], storm surge [Diet-63

rich et al., 2012; Barbier et al., 2013; Siverd et al., 2019], the transport of biota and nutri-64

ents [Arnold et al., 2005; Musner et al., 2014; Hiatt et al., 2018; Große et al., 2019], and65

have been combined with ecological/morphodynamic models to study landscape change66

[Fagherazzi et al., 2012; Leonardi et al., 2013; Edmonds et al., 2021; Olliver and Edmonds,67

2021], to name only a few applications. Remotely-sensed imagery is often used in con-68

junction with models, with optical or radar-based measurements used to extract informa-69

tion like inundation extent to aid in model calibration or validation [Horritt, 2000; Schu-70

mann et al., 2009]. Hydrodynamic model usage is only likely to increase as software be-71

comes more advanced, accessible, and open-source, and computing power continues to72

increase through the use of parallelization and cloud computing.73

Despite recent advances in computing power and parallelization, the size and com-74

plexity of models has remained the primary limit on what can be studied via hydrody-75

namic modeling. Practical limits exist on the spatial and temporal resolution that can be76

achieved in models without requiring unreasonably high simulation times or computing77

power. For an explicit FVM, computational costs, C, generally scale with the spatial res-78

olution, ∆s, as C ∝ ∆s−3, due to the increasing element count and smaller time-steps79

required to model a system at higher resolution [Kim et al., 2014]. The same applies for80

increasing the spatial extent of a model at the same resolution. Even when computing is81

performed on a computer cluster or in the cloud, model sizes are practically limited by82
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time, CPU availability, data storage, and energy usage. Therefore, methods to decrease the83

computational requirements for a model without sacrificing model accuracy are needed.84

Two prevailing frameworks exist for discretizing the landscape into a mesh for use in85

FVM or FEM models: structured and unstructured meshes [Ferziger et al., 2002]. Struc-86

tured meshes typically consist of quadrilateral or Cartesian grid-cells of uniform spac-87

ing, and have tended to be common in Earth surface modeling because they are rela-88

tively simple to implement, they provide the best accuracy in rectilinear channels [Kim89

et al., 2014], and because their regular grid makes it easy to accurately compute gradients.90

Models which make use of structured meshes include, for example, Delft-3D [Deltares,91

2021a], LISFLOOD-FP [Shaw et al., 2021], and FREHD [Li and Hodges, 2019]. Unstruc-92

tured meshes, on the other hand, typically consist of triangular or polygonal-shaped ele-93

ments with variable grid spacing, and have the advantage that resolution can vary spatially94

and be locally refined around areas of interest. Models which make use of unstructured95

meshes include ANUGA [Roberts et al., 2015], Delft3D-FM [Deltares, 2021b], MIKE 21 FM96

[DHI, 2021], and ADCIRC [Luettich et al., 1992]. Some models also make use of a mix of97

these two approaches, e.g. HEC-RAS 2D [Brunner, 2021], by allowing for some irregular98

elements or breaklines in an otherwise quadrilateral grid.99

When modeling with an unstructured mesh, it is common practice to vary the spa-100

tial resolution of the mesh to prioritize resolution within certain regions of interest or in101

regions with more topographic complexity [e.g. Horritt, 2000; Cobby et al., 2003; Cucco102

et al., 2009; Schubert and Sanders, 2012; Dietrich et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014]. Others103

have proposed a number of novel mesh-generating algorithms to refine the mesh or add104

breaklines based on elevation or topographic curvature [e.g. Hagen et al., 2001; Cobby105

et al., 2003; Legrand et al., 2006; Bilskie et al., 2015, 2020; Roberts et al., 2019]. How-106

ever, most of these methods suffer from a few key drawbacks that limit their application.107

First, very few of these methods are made open-source and are not readily available for108

download. Second, many of these methods rely on models/software that are themselves109

proprietary, such as ADCIRC or Matlab, which further limits their accessibility. And lastly,110

many of these methods are only “semi-automated,” and require user intervention in GIS111

software to clean or edit the outputs. In fact, for many models, the status quo for imple-112

menting breaklines or high-resolution regions-of-interest is entirely decided in a graphical113

user interface (GUI) based on user judgement (e.g. Delft3D-FM, SMS) – which, as oth-114

ers have pointed out, does not promote objectivity or reproducibility [Roberts et al., 2019].115
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Each of the aforementioned models that utilize an unstructured approach have different116

methods by which users can adjust the mesh, but in all cases there remains no standard-117

ized, reproducible procedure for constructing a model with varying spatial resolution.118

In the modern age of big data, the availability of high-quality remote sensing in-119

formation with which to inform hydrodynamic modeling is unprecedented [Huang et al.,120

2018; Balsamo et al., 2018]. Topographic lidar, optical imagery, and synthetic aperture121

radar (SAR) are just a few sensing technologies that have revolutionized Earth-based mon-122

itoring over the last few decades. In recent years, it has become increasingly common to123

use some of these datasets to improve hydrodynamic models. Topographic lidar is now124

commonly used to improve bathymetric inputs to models [Bates, 2012, 2022]. Optical and125

SAR imagery, both of which can be used to extract water presence and therefore inunda-126

tion extent, is now often used as a calibration tool [Horritt et al., 2007; Schumann et al.,127

2009; Jung et al., 2012; Bates, 2022]. However, these datasets are rarely (if ever) used as128

constraints on the model mesh itself, and typically only inform the model performance af-129

ter the “structure” of the model has been fixed, so-to-speak. While most of the aforemen-130

tioned mesh refinement studies used topographic information to inform model structure, to131

the best of our knowledge, optical and SAR imagery have never been directly used for this132

purpose. We argue that this abundance of remotely-sensed information presents an oppor-133

tunity to make model construction more objective and reproducible, while also reducing134

computational costs by embedding information about hydrodynamically-relevant landscape135

features into the model mesh.136

The purpose of this study is to introduce a general methodology by which remote137

sensing imagery of any type can be used to refine the unstructured mesh of the open-138

source ANUGA hydrodynamic model. Using a set of binary raster images which empha-139

size hydrodynamic features of interest in the landscape, the Unstructured Mesh Refine-140

ment Method (UMRM) uses a few image processing and filtering steps to extract and141

simplify the regions of interest for a hydrodynamic model. The output of the UMRM142

workflow is a collection of simple vector polygons that can be used directly as inputs143

to the built-in ANUGA mesh engine. This method is fully-automated, open-source, and144

entirely agnostic to the type or source of input data used. To demonstrate the applica-145

tion of this workflow, we apply the UMRM to an ANUGA model of the Wax Lake and146

Atchafalaya Delta (WLAD) distributary system in coastal Louisiana. We make use of a147

long-term optical time-series of Planet Labs imagery from the last decade, a short-term148
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time-series of water level change derived from interferometric SAR images obtained with149

UAVSAR, and topographic information from an existing lidar/sonar mosaic to refine our150

model mesh. We compare the performance of the resulting connectivity-preserving mesh151

(CPM) ANUGA model with that of an “unrefined” model lacking these remotely-sensed152

constraints, and discuss changes in computational demand and accuracy that result from153

applying the UMRM.154

2 Background155

2.1 Study Site: Wax Lake & Atchafalaya Deltas156

We illustrate our proposed workflow towards the development of a hydrodynamic157

model of the Wax Lake and Atchafalaya Delta (WLAD) system in coastal Louisiana (Fig-158

ure 1). The WLAD system is a frequently modeled landscape [e.g. Liang et al., 2015;159

Hiatt and Passalacqua, 2017; Xing et al., 2017; Christensen et al., 2020; Olliver and Ed-160

monds, 2021; Shafiei et al., 2021] and exemplifies many of the complex morphological161

features our method is designed to tackle: channel widths that span a range of scales162

O(101 − 103m), dendritic and loopy network structures, substantial amounts of channel-163

wetland connectivity [Hiatt and Passalacqua, 2015], and leveed or otherwise hydrologically-164

inactive regions adjacent to important flow conduits. While every riverine landscape is165

ultimately different with unique challenges for designing a model, we think the WLAD166

application provides a good general example in which to test our methodology.167

The morphology of the WLAD distributary system is the result of both natural land-173

building processes and human engineering interventions. This coastal basin includes a ma-174

jority of the wetlands fed by fluvial water and sediment from the Atchafalaya river, which175

is a sub-distributary of the Mississippi river and receives about 30% of its flow annually176

[Roberts et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2012]. Some of that discharge is then diverted from177

the Atchafalaya into the Wax Lake Outlet, which is an engineered diversion built by the178

USACE in 1941 to alleviate flooding in Morgan City [Roberts et al., 2003]. The WLO and179

lower Atchafalaya distributaries receive an average water discharge of about 2800 m3/s and180

3600 m3/s, respectively. The river deltas formed at the mouth of each distributary are ac-181

tively prograding into Atchafalaya Bay, and have produced about 85 km2 of new land since182

1973 [Zhang et al., 2021]. These aggradational delta lobes are the main draw for the nu-183

merous modeling studies done in this area, because the Wax Lake Delta has been deemed184
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Figure 1. The Wax Lake Delta (left) and Atchafalaya Delta (right) distributary watershed. Permanent wa-

ter level gauges from CRMS, USGS, and NOAA shown as red circles. Important gauges used to prescribe

model boundary conditions at inlets/outlets are highlighted. High-elevation levees bounding the distribu-

tary watershed are also shown. False color image taken October 2019, courtesy of LandSat and provided by

USGS.
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a natural prototype for the potential of engineered sediment diversions elsewhere in coastal185

Louisiana [Paola et al., 2011]. Most research has been focused on the Wax Lake Delta186

itself due to dredging activities in the Atchafalaya Delta – however, the two are function-187

ally connected to each other via an elaborate network of upstream channels and wetlands,188

and by the Gulf Intracoastal Water-Way (GIWW), which typically flows away from the189

Atchafalaya in both the East and West directions within this region [Swarzenski, 2003].190

For this reason, we choose to model the two subsystems together as one.191

Due to research interest in the WLAD system, a number of in-situ and remote sens-192

ing datasets were collected to support modeling of this basin. Numerous long-term mon-193

itoring gauges and sites exist inside the Atchafalaya distributary watershed (Figure 1), in-194

cluding USGS discharge gauges [USGS, 2016], NOAA tide stations [NOAA, 2016], and195

Louisiana’s own Coastwide Reference Monitoring System (CRMS) stations [LACPRA,196

2018]. The area is also the focus of the Pre-Delta-X and on-going NASA Delta-X projects197

[JPL, 2021], for which a number of remote sensing datasets have been collected, including198

lidar-derived digital elevation models that have been merged with sonar surveys to produce199

a high-quality bathymetric dataset [Denbina et al., 2020], and UAVSAR flights to collect200

synthetic-aperture radar measurements of water level change inside the coastal wetlands201

[Jones et al., 2021].202

2.2 ANUGA Hydrodynamic Model203

The proposed UMRM is designed to integrate directly with the ANUGA hydrody-

namic model [Roberts et al., 2015]. The ANUGA model uses the finite volume method on

an unstructured mesh of triangular grid cells to numerically solve the 2D depth-averaged

shallow water equations, which are given as follows:
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in which u, v are flow velocities in x, y directions, respectively, h is the flow depth, g is204

gravitational acceleration, S0 is the downward bed slope, and Sf is the friction slope. The205

model is coded in Python, with computationally-expensive subroutines written in C for206

efficiency, and is fully parallelizable on multiple cores using the Message-Passing Interface207

(MPI). ANUGA has been used in a number of coastal applications and was tested against a208

number of analytical test cases, showing good performance [Nielsen et al., 2005; Mungkasi209
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and Roberts, 2013; Davies and Roberts, 2015]. ANUGA is fully open-source and freely210

available on GitHub, which is one of the primary reasons we choose to use it for the cur-211

rent application over other less-accessible proprietary software. Another reason is the sim-212

plicity of the mesh engine, which allows users to easily import vector data to change the213

internal resolution of the mesh. The mesh class contains three methods by which these214

constraints can be implemented:215

• breaklines: An enforced line that mesh cells cannot cross, which helps resolve216

sharp discontinuities in the topography.217

• internal_regions: A closed, simple polygon inside the boundaries of the model with218

a different mesh resolution than the background value.219

• internal_holes: A closed, simple polygon inside the boundaries of the model which220

is empty (i.e. lacks mesh cells), and can be used to represent urban structures or221

other impermeable areas.222

Each of these methods allows users to carefully optimize the model mesh for their par-223

ticular application. The ability to quickly import predefined vector data delineating inter-224

nal polygons allows for direct integration with our proposed methodology. In the present225

study, we only make use of the internal_regions method – however, potential uses of the226

other methods are discussed in section 5.3. It is important to emphasize here that the227

UMRM workflow is designed to operate upstream of the ANUGA mesh engine (and does228

not re-write it) and its built-in methods, which reduces complexity when trying to ap-229

ply these methods to different installations or operating systems. Furthermore, it ensures230

that these methods are not inherently restricted to application with the ANUGA model – any231

other 2D hydrodynamic software which enables the import of vector data for mesh delin-232

eation can make use of the proposed method.233

3 Methods234

Regardless of the choice of input data, the aim of the Unstructured Mesh Refinement235

Method (UMRM) is to optimize the model mesh to be high resolution in areas that are236

hydrodynamically-active over the time-scales relevant to the model (e.g. channels, wet-237

lands, lakes) and lower resolution in areas that are hydrodynamically-inactive (e.g. dry238

land, disconnected wetlands). It is important to mention the caveat here that “active” and239

“inactive” should be understood as relative terms; this is discussed further in section 5.4.240
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We use “hydrodynamically-active” herein to mean “exhibits fluvial or tidal activity under241

the range of discharges and environmental conditions observed in the imagery and con-242

sidered by the model.” The aim is therefore to use supplementary remote sensing datasets243

to inform which areas of the landscape fall into each of these categories. In the following244

sections, we will walk through the process of converting a few remotely-sensed datasets245

into suitable input layers, merging those layers into a mask of active/inactive regions,246

cleaning and filtering that mask, enforcing several important constraints for use with a hy-247

drodynamic model, and converting that information into inputs compatible with the ANUGA248

mesh engine.249

3.1 Data Collection & Pre-Processing250

We use three remotely-sensed datasets as inputs to our mesh-refinement workflow to251

inform our model of the WLAD system:252

1. High-resolution optical satellite imagery obtained from Planet Labs (both RapidEye253

and PlanetScope constellations) [Planet, 2018]254

2. High-resolution interferometric synthetic-aperture radar (InSAR) airborne imagery255

from NASA’s UAVSAR [Jones et al., 2021]256

3. A preexisting lidar/sonar bathymetry mosaic [Denbina et al., 2020]257

We collected optical satellite imagery spanning the range from 2009 to 2020 over258

the WLAD system from Planet Labs [Planet, 2018]. The bounds of the imagery, as with259

the hydrodynamic model, were chosen to span the extent encompassing the major levee260

systems on the North, East, and West sides of the distributary watershed (Figure 1) in or-261

der to best close the mass balance on the system. For each year in the observation win-262

dow, we collected the best available 4-band imagery (defined as having the best balance263

of minimal cloud coverage and the greatest fraction of the system covered) as near as pos-264

sible to the months identified to be the typical yearly vegetation minimum (Jan-Mar) and265

maximum (Aug-Oct) [Olliver and Edmonds, 2017], i.e. two downloaded acquisitions per266

year. In seasons in which no single acquisition provided adequate coverage of the WLAD267

system, we collected two proximal acquisitions on different dates to fill the gap. We used268

both RapidEye imagery (5m) and PlanetScope imagery (3m), but due to the history of the269

availability of each of these satellites, a majority of the collected acquisitions were from270

RapidEye. Each of these satellites provided imagery in the Blue, Green, Red, and NIR271
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bands. In total we downloaded 29 acquisitions for use in this study, 22 RapidEye, and 7272

PlanetScope. We provide a full list of the precise acquisition dates used in this analysis273

and their spatial coverage in the supporting information (SI).274

For each imagery acquisition date, we merge all tiles together into a single mosaic275

representing each date in the time-series. We filtered out clouds from each mosaic using276

the associated Usable Data Mask (UDM) provided by Planet Labs for each image, with277

UDM2 given priority when available [PlanetLabs, 2018]. Finally, because more Rapid-278

Eye images were available in the time-series, we used bilinear resampling to rescale the279

PlanetScope images to match the 5m resolution of the RapidEye images.280

We extracted water and vegetation features from each mosaic in the time-series us-

ing the well-known Normalized-Difference Water Index (NDWI, Equation 2, McFeeters

[1996]) and Normalized-Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI, Equation 3, Rouse et al.

[1974]).

NDW I =
Green − NIR
Green + NIR

(2)

NDV I =
NIR − Red
NIR + Red

(3)

We normalized these values to the range 0 − 255 (i.e. 8-bit) using the range of values281

in each image to correct for differences in environmental conditions between acquisition282

dates.283

To extract open water features, such as channels, lakes, and the bay from these im-284

ages, we applied Otsu’s thresholding method [Otsu, 1979] to each NDWI image in the285

sequence, which binarizes the image based on the histogram of intensity into water and286

non-water features. For each pixel in the image, the total number of times the pixel was287

classified as “water” was normalized by the number of acquisitions over that pixel, thereby288

representing a temporal average of water presence over the entire system. Finally, we bina-289

rized the image into “water” and “non-water” pixels, using a water presence threshold of290

C1 = 15% to delineate water features. We chose a value of C1 to provide a good balance291

between excluding noise over land pixels and maintaining connectivity between channel-292

ized pixels – we discuss the implications of this choice and other constants in section 5.1.293

This raster of water presence formed the first input layer to the mesh workflow (Figure294

2a, 3k) in order to ensure that all channels and open-water features are modeled in high-295

resolution.296
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In this landscape, inundated wetlands show considerable seasonality in vegetation297

cover [Olliver and Edmonds, 2017] – inundated herbaceous vegetation tends to sprout in298

the Spring, peak in the late Summer, and senesce in the Fall/Winter. Likewise, tidal con-299

ditions between different acquisitions create variation in the apparent extent of vegetation300

inside of inundated wetlands. Because of these two features, we argue that high variance301

in the time-series of NDVI images is a good proxy for the presence of tidally-active inun-302

dated wetlands, assuming that variations caused by atmospheric effects are spatially sta-303

tionary over the imagery extent. From the NDVI time-series, we therefore computed the304

standard deviation of NDVI for each pixel in the image, and chose a threshold of C2 = 40305

which appeared to best delineate known wetlands in the landscape from other more static306

swamps/marshes. This raster using an NDVI-based proxy for wetland vegetation was the307

second input layer to the mesh workflow (Figure 2b, 3l).308

Our second remote sensing dataset consists of six airborne radar acquisitions of the309

WLAD taken over a span of 2.5 hours by the NASA UAVSAR instrument between 14:08310

and 16:37 UTC on October 16th, 2016 as part of the Pre-Delta-X trial campaign [Jones311

et al., 2021]. UAVSAR uses an active polarimetric L-band synthetic aperture radar, with312

an incidence angle between 22 and 67 degrees and a 22 km-wide image swath. UAVSAR313

was flown in a repeat-pass orientation at roughly 30-minute intervals between 14:08 and314

16:37 UTC, during which most of the region was experiencing falling tides. These six315

acquisitions were then used to create five interferograms representing LOS displacement316

of the water surface between flights. Phase unwrapping was performed using SNAPHU to317

create maps of water level change during the 2.5-hour observation window [Jones et al.,318

2021]. Note that UAVSAR does not maintain coherence over open water, so these water-319

level change measurements are only available inside inundated wetlands in which double-320

bounce scattering off emergent vegetation dominates the return signal. After processing,321

each of these interferograms had a roughly 7m spatial resolution, which we resampled to322

match the 5m resolution and extent of the RapidEye imagery.323

For our third input layer in this analysis, we delineated regions which were tidally330

active during this 2.5-hour window as any pixels in which the cumulative water level331

change ever exceeded C3 = 3 cm (Figure 2c, 3m). While clouds ostensibly have little effect332

on SAR imagery, atmospheric distortions are still visible in the resulting interferograms,333

particularly near the periphery of the images (i.e. near Morgan City and in the Northwest334

quadrant near Franklin, Figure 2c). However, for the purposes of this application we chose335
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Figure 2. Remote sensing layers used as inputs to the processing workflow to constrain the model mesh. In

all layers, the non-white color indicates positive pixels. (a) Long-term water presence extracted from 28 op-

tical RapidEye/PlanetScope images spanning 2009-2020. (b) Herbaceous wetland vegetation used as a proxy

for inundated wetlands from the same Planet imagery. (c) Short-term tidal activity extracted from five InSAR

maps of water level change from UAVSAR in October 2016. (d) Prohibitively high elevations extracted from

the topography mosaic, used as a negative constraint to correct for errors in previous input layers.

324

325

326

327

328

329

to ignore these distortions, because they primarily fell into the category of “false posi-336

tives” where the extent of tidal activity is larger than reality. Because tidally-active regions337

are later mapped to high-resolution regions of the model, false positives (resolution greater338

than what is needed) are preferable to false negatives (resolution less than what is needed)339

for the purposes of this demonstration.340
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We used topography to define our fourth and final input layer [Denbina et al., 2020],341

which was intended as a negative constraint to correct for some of the noise and errors342

inherent to the previous layers, in particular the atmospheric noise of the InSAR time-343

series. We extracted prohibitively high elevations of the topography using a threshold of344

C4 = 80 cm NAVD88, which primarily consists of engineered levees and deposits from345

dredge spoil in the basin (Figure 2d, 3n). We chose C4 to be an elevation that exceeded346

local water level measurements but fell below levee elevations. Reinforcing topographic347

disconnections between nearby water bodies helps to limit the number of aforementioned348

“false positives” and keep computational demand low. We resampled this topographic349

layer from its initial 10m resolution to the same 5m resolution of the other input layers.350

Finally, to merge these four input layers, we took the union of the first three masks351

(water presence, wetland vegetation, or tidally active), and excluded from it any pixels352

which were classified in the fourth mask as topographically disconnected. Because the353

optical time-series and the InSAR time-series capture both long and short timescales of354

hydrodynamic activity, respectively, our assumption is that the union of both layers repre-355

sents a relatively unrestrictive definition of “hydrologically active” in the combined raster.356

The result is a binary image of active and inactive regions which serves as the basis for357

the UMRM workflow in this case study (Figure 3o).358

3.2 Unstructured Mesh Refinement Method359

3.2.1 Constraints on Internal Regions360

The UMRM is designed to automate the formatting of a binary raster mask as an in-361

put the the ANUGA mesh engine. Streamlining this process requires enforcing a number of362

constraints on the data before it can be useful with modeling. While some of these con-363

straints are trivial (e.g. data must be stored in vector format), others may be less obvious364

– some of which are practical (relating to the numerical implementation of the data) and365

some physical (relating to optimal practices for modeling riverine systems). A few key366

constraints generally applicable to all ANUGA model domains are as follows:367

1. ANUGA requires that all polygons defining internal_regions or internal_holes are368

closed and simple (polygon boundaries fully enclose a region of space and do not369

cross each other); in other words, they must be Jordan Curves.370
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2. Horizontal spacing between elements in the model should never be forced to be371

prohibitively small, i.e. smaller than the highest acceptable resolution for a given372

computational cost. This would cause prohibitively high simulation times according373

to the CFL stability condition (u∆t/∆x) ≤ αmax , where αmax is the maximum374

Courant number for stability.375

3. The boundaries of different polygons must not intersect each other or the bound-376

ary – furthermore, there must exist enough space between them such that the mesh377

cells which fill that space are not prohibitively small.378

4. Each polygon vertex will be concentric with triangle vertices in the resulting model379

mesh. Therefore, polygon vertices must be sufficiently spaced out to avoid pro-380

hibitively small triangle elements.381

5. Mesh triangles in ANUGA obey a default minimum triangle angle of 28◦ for stability.382

Therefore, angles inside internal polygons should obey the same rule.383

6. ANUGA requires internal polygons to be defined in counter-clockwise order.384

7. Regardless of the local mesh resolution, the model will be unable to resolve flows385

to a location if the relevant conduits for those fluxes are blocked elsewhere. There-386

fore, the UMRM should account for non-local structural connections in the land-387

scape when designating regions as high- or low-resolution.388

The filtering and processing steps of the UMRM described in the following sections (Fig-389

ure 3p-z) take careful measures to address each of these constraints.390

3.2.2 Raster Image Operations & Filtering392

The first steps of the UMRM (Figure 3p-v) make use of several widely-used and393

open-source image processing tools in Python, primarily those contained in the image-394

processing package scikit-image [van der Walt et al., 2014], to extract and simplify395

useful features from the noisy binary input image (Figures 4I, 5a). Descriptions of these396

processes will be kept at an overview-level, but their effects on the domain are shown in397

detail at both the local scale (Figure 4) and the global scale (Figure 5), and details on the398

implementation can be found in the code linked to in the acknowledgements. Throughout399

this section, “objects” refers to clusters of active pixels (assigned 1), and “holes” refers to400

clusters of inactive pixels (assigned 0).401
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Figure 3. Workflow of the Unstructured Mesh Refinement Method (UMRM)391

We begin by first masking out regions of the image which are beyond the extent402

of the model boundary (Figure 3p). This is the only user-defined structural constraint on403

the model prior to applying the UMRM. For the WLAD case study, we choose a model404

boundary that encompasses each major discharge inlet north of the Morgan City and Calumet405

USGS gauges, and loosely encloses the major levee structures to the North, West, and406

Northeast of the distributary basin (Figure 1, 2d). Major outlets along the GIWW are in-407

cluded east of the Atchafalaya and west of WLO near Franklin. Lastly, the boundary ex-408

tends ≈ 30 km into Atchafalaya Bay. Note that these model boundaries extend outside the409

extent of the remote sensing data (see section 3.2.4). In order to ensure any resulting in-410
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terior_regions do not intersect the model boundary (i.e. Constraint 3), we enforce a 100m411

buffer region between the edges of the mask and the model interior.412

Next, we apply a connectivity filter to eliminate any objects which are not con-413

nected to the rest of the channel network (Figures 3q, 4ii). This step is related to Con-414

straint 7, and is designed to reduce computational time in regions to which flows are al-415

ready blocked elsewhere in the channel network, which the model will be unable to re-416

solve regardless of the local resolution. To do this, we compute the area for all objects in417

the image, and eliminate all but the largest hydrologically-connected cluster.418

At this point, it is important to recall Constraint 1 listed in 3.2.1: polygons defining419

interior_regions must be Jordan Curves. Most coastal channel networks are characteris-420

tically ‘loopy’ and unlikely to satisfy this constraint, as is the case in the WLAD. This421

challenges what is likely the most intuitive approach for many modelers, which is to se-422

lectively increase the model resolution in important regions of the domain. However, the423

inactive parts of interdistributary islands and marsh platforms are closed and simple by424

definition, because they are bounded on all sides by the active channel network. Even in425

less complex landscapes than the WLAD, we expect it to be a common feature of riverine426

systems that inactive regions are more inclined to satisfy Constraint 1, due to the simple427

fact that active regions are presumably hydrologically connected to each other. Therefore,428

we choose to invert this so-called intuitive approach, and instead define interior_regions in429

which we selectively coarsen the model resolution within the domain.430

In order to ensure that channel levees are captured in high-resolution – and that431

the boundaries between coarse island regions are not too close in proximity anywhere in432

the domain – we apply a dilation operator to the largest object cluster using a 50m disk433

(Figures 3r, 4iii). This buffer size was chosen based on the target resolution of the high-434

resolution areas of the model (see section 3.3) to ensure that a minimum of two mesh435

cells would fit on average between adjacent polygons. This step enforces a minimum chan-436

nel width throughout the network, and ensures that channel levees will also be captured in437

high resolution.438

As the final object operation, we apply binary closing (dilation followed by erosion)439

to simplify and smooth the boundaries of the active channel network (Figures 3s, 4iv),440

utilizing the same buffer size. This process reduces the amount of complexity and noise441
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along the interface between the active and inactive regions, and connects nearby active442

pixels to each other.443

We then apply two filtering steps to the holes of the image directly. First, we re-444

move any hole that is too small, inside which the mesh would not be capable of coars-445

ening beyond the background resolution (Figure 3t). We choose a threshold of 0.25 km2
446

as the threshold size of islands for this operation, based on the target resolutions for the447

mesh (which will be discussed in section 3.3). Finally, we apply binary opening (erosion448

followed by dilation, Figure 3u) to further simplify the boundary of each inactive region449

and reduce the sharpness of perturbations along the interface created by closing. The end450

result of these filtering steps is a raster image in which the remaining gaps between the451

active channel/wetland network (Figures 4v, 5b) represent areas in which the model mesh452

could be suitably coarsened without sacrificing model accuracy in active areas.453

3.2.3 Vector Operations454

Vector polygons are then extracted from the raster image and stored as a list of (x, y)455

vertices for each inactive region (Figure 3w). After this operation, the default number of456

vertices defining each polygon are typically 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than what is457

desired, and would pose challenges in the model relating to Constraint 4. We apply the458

Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm to decimate the vertex count and simplify each459

polygon to their essential shape [Douglas and Peucker, 1973] using an ε = 50m. This460

process tends to reduce the number of vertices to O(10 − 100) points (Figure 3x).461

In order to enforce Constraint 5, we compute the angle θ between each subsequent462

pair of polygon vertices, and eliminate any vertices with θ ≤ 28◦ or ≥ 332◦ (Figures 3y,463

4vi). This step ensures that mesh triangles are not forced to fill in these thin segments464

with acute triangles, which would lead to stability issues and disobey the ANUGA minimum465

angle constraint.466

Finally, for each polygon, we loop through each list of vertices in counter-clockwise477

order and save them to disk as a regular text file. During this process, we also delete the478

redundant last vertex of the polygon (which is concentric with the first) to avoid supplying479

overlapping vertices to the ANUGA mesh engine. This is the final step of the UMRM (Fig-480

ure 3z, 5c), and the result is a list of text files defining coarse interior_regions satisfying481

each constraint listed in 3.2.1 that can be directly imported into ANUGA.482
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(I) Input Mask (II) Connectivity Filter

(III) Dilate Channel Width (IV) Smooth Channel Boundaries

(V) Filter Islands (VI) Decimate Polygons

(VII) Resulting ANUGA Mesh

Figure 4. Main steps of the mesh refinement method, with the local effects of each processing stage shown

in detail for a small sub-region of the WLAD domain. (I-VI) Filtering steps simplifying the mask of active

regions into closed, simple polygons, between which network connectivity is preserved in high-resolution.

White indicates hydrodynamically “active” cells. (VII) ANUGA mesh for this sub-region based on the resulting

polygons. The location of this inset is shown in Figure 5a

467

468

469

470

471

3.2.4 Additional Processing Outside Imagery Extent483

As was noted in 3.2.2, the extent of the model boundary is greater than that of the484

input imagery of our region of interest in the WLAD. This boundary was chosen to safe-485
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and “inactive” regions (black), the result of merging the input layers in Figure 2. (b) Raster of active and inac-

tive regions after application of the raster-based filtering steps. (c) Vector form of the inactive region polygons

after applying the polygon-based processing steps.
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guard the model results from numerical effects near the tidal boundary, while also keeping486

the data size of the input layers manageable. As a result of this choice, the model mesh487

is significantly higher resolution out in the open-water bay than is needed or desirable.488

While these areas are still hydrologically “active” in the sense used in earlier sections,489

coarsening the mesh far away from the coast where topographic gradients are very low is490

common practice in ocean modeling [e.g. Hagen et al., 2001; Bilskie et al., 2020].491

In order to further reduce the model simulation time, we define a few additional492

polygons outside of the imagery extent using select steps of the UMRM and compara-493

tively simple input criteria. Using the topography/bathymetry raster as our only input, we494

threshold the raster into “land” (= 0) and “non-land” (= 1) pixels using a (conservative)495

threshold of −1m NAVD88. We then apply binary closing (Figure 3u) using a window496

size of 300m, which was determined by trial-and-error to be large enough to close a ma-497

jority of the inland channels of the WLAD. Remaining channel segments are eliminated498

by removing small objects (Figure 3q), leaving only three remaining regions in the im-499

age: open water in Atchafalaya Bay, Marsh Island (Southeast corner of Figure 1 which500
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we choose to exclude from our region of interest and model in coarse resolution), and up-501

stream inland wetlands (which are within the imagery extent and do not need additional502

refinement). Note that, in this instance, the operations in u and q of the UMRM are ap-503

plied as pre-processing, in order to convert the raw topography raster into a useful input504

mask.505

We extract the pixels assigned to Atchafalaya Bay and Marsh Island into differ-506

ent independent rasters, and then to each raster object we mask out the model boundary507

(Figure 3n), erode each by a buffer of 100m (inverse of Figure 3r) to enforce some dis-508

tance between them, and apply all polygon operations of the UMRM (Figure 3w-y). Due509

to their simple topology (and the smooth boundary already attained via pre-processing),510

none of the intermediate steps of the UMRM are necessary. The result is two additional511

input polygons to coarsen the bay. We apply all of these same operations to the two high-512

topography areas surrounding each discharge inlet North of the imagery extent to produce513

two more (smaller) supplementary polygons. While these four additional polygons are at-514

tained using most of the same logic and operations as those described in sections 3.2.2-515

3.2.3, because they are not derived using the same input imagery layers, we consider them516

to be outside of the main scope of the WLAD model demonstration. Therefore, both the517

refined mesh model and the control model described in the following section make use of518

these supplementary polygons. We do this to emphasize the model performance inside the519

interior wetland channels, and to help keep the control model computationally tractable. A520

brief discussion on the influence of the supplementary polygons in particular is provided521

in section 5.2.522

3.3 Test Model Setup523

We construct two ANUGA models of the WLAD to demonstrate the functionality of524

the UMRM. The first model, which we label the connectivity-preserving mesh (CPM),525

makes use of the interior_regions defined in section 3 to coarsen select regions of the do-526

main. The second, which we label the unrefined mesh, uses a uniform grid resolution ev-527

erywhere equal to that of the high-resolution areas of the CPM. Both models make use of528

the supplementary polygons outside the imagery extent (from section 3.2.4), so they only529

differ in the inclusion of polygons in the interior wetlands (i.e. those shown in Figure 5c).530
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We simulate each model to match the environmental conditions of October 15th-531

18th 2016 to align with data collected as part of the Pre-Delta-X campaign. Discharge532

inflows from upstream in the WLO and Atchafalaya are set to equal the average discharge533

over the simulation window as measured at the Calumet (#07381590) and Morgan City534

(#07381600) USGS gauges, which equates to 1645 m3/s and 2144 m3/s, respectively. Two535

smaller discharge outlets are also enforced along the GIWW. The first, at the Western out-536

let, is set to match the average flow rate of −106 m3/s measured at the USGS gauge near537

Franklin (#07381670). The second, at the Eastern outlet, lacked a discharge gauge, and is538

instead forced using the average flow rate measured at USGS ADCP transects near the Av-539

oca Pass gauge (#073816501), or −140 m3/s. All discharge inflows/outflows are enforced540

in ANUGA using an inlet_operator, which is recommended to ensure the correct mass flow541

rate into the system. Around each inlet/outlet, we slightly modify the topography to create542

a shallow pool, in order to help reduce the reflection of tidal harmonics off the bound-543

ary and back into the domain, and to provide a buffer region in which flows can stabi-544

lize before entering the domain. Tides are enforced using a time-varying Dirichlet bound-545

ary set to equal the water level time-series measured at the NOAA Amerada Pass gauge546

(#8764227). The tidal time-series is shifted ∆t = 100 minutes earlier in time in order to547

correct for the position of the model boundary relative to the gauge, where ∆t is computed548

by comparing the cross-covariance between the measured and modeled water levels at the549

calibration gauges. All other model boundaries are set as no-flux (i.e. reflective) bound-550

aries.551

Friction in the model is prescribed using a classification map containing six friction552

classes: (1) bay, (2) large channels, (3) small channels, (4) subtidal vegetation, (5) inter-553

tidal vegetation, and (6) supratidal vegetation (see SI for map details and coefficients). For554

all of these classes, the friction term Sf in Equation 1 is parameterized using the Chézy555

equation:556

Sf ,i =
ui
√

u2 + v2

C2
z h

i ∈ {x, y} (4)

in which Cz is the Chézy coefficient. For friction classes (1-3), which are all open-water,557

Cz is parameterized according to Manning’s equation:558

Cz =
h1/6

n
(5)
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where n is the Manning’s coefficient for each roughness class. For friction classes (4-6),559

which are all vegetated, Cz is parameterized according to the Baptist equation:560

Cz =

√√√ 1(
1/C2

b

)
+ (CDmDhv/2g)

+

√
g

κ
ln

(
h
hv

)
(6)

in which Cb is the Chézy coefficient of the bed (≈ 65), CD is the drag coefficient, m is the561

vegetation stem density, D is the stem diameter, hv is the stem height (which only comes562

into play for non-emergent vegetation), and κ ≈ 0.4 is von Karman’s constant. In each563

vegetation class, m, D, and hv are initialized to match typical values found in the WLAD564

system, and n is initialized using typical values from the literature. While the other pa-565

rameters are held constant, n and m are adjusted via trial-and-error during the calibration566

process. We use the built-in ANUGA implementation of Manning’s equation for classes (1-567

3), and a custom user-defined baptist_operator implementation of the Baptist equation for568

classes (4-6).569

We utilize three mesh resolutions in the model, prescribed as the max allowable tri-570

angle area within that region of the domain:571

• 625 m2 – High-resolution regions of the domain in both the CPM and unrefined572

models, chosen to yield a ≈ 25m grid spacing between mesh elements as an accept-573

able balance between resolving channel features and computational demand.574

• 62, 500 m2 – Coarse-resolution regions of the domain in the CPM model (absent575

from the unrefined model), chosen to yield a ≈ 250m grid spacing between mesh576

elements inside the UMRM-defined internal_regions (Figure 5c)577

• 1 km2 – Lowest-resolution regions out in the bay in both the CPM and unrefined578

models, implemented inside the Atchafalaya Bay and Marsh Island supplementary579

polygons defined in section 3.2.4580

Note that these resolutions represent maximum cell sizes prescribed to the ANUGA581

mesh engine – the mean actual cell size will therefore be smaller than these ceiling values,582

according to local characteristics of the mesh and/or polygons (e.g. proximity to a bor-583

der). The spatial variability in actual cell sizes can be seen in the resulting mesh (Figures584

4 and 6a show the CPM mesh – the unrefined model mesh is comparatively trivial and585

not shown). The resulting sizes of each mesh are 1, 544, 332 cells in the CPM model and586

2, 222, 138 cells in the unrefined model, with similar minimum (106m2 and 104m2) and587

maximum (0.995km2 and 0.997km2) cell sizes for each model (respectively). These mesh588
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cells are then populated with topographic information (Figure 6b) using the preexisting589

bathymetry mosaic [Denbina et al., 2020], after applying corrections to fix a few locations590

of erroneous hydro-flattening in some of the interior wetland channels (details in the SI).591
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Model simulations are performed in parallel on the Stampede2 cluster of the Texas597

Advanced Computing Center (TACC). Each simulation is distributed between 8 Intel Xeon598

Skylake nodes and 48 tasks per node (384 tasks total). To provide the greatest accuracy599

in the low-Froude landscape of the WLAD, all simulations use the ANUGA “DE1” flow600

algorithm and the low_froude setting to reduce flux-damping. Each model is run for four601

days (model time) to allow tidal flows to stabilize prior to the simulation window. Time-602

steps in ANUGA are variable and internally-optimized based on the CFL condition, but the603

model yieldstep (the interval at which model outputs are saved to disk) was chosen to be604

every 15 minutes.605
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To evaluate the performance of each model, we compare modeled water levels to606

those measured at the 30 permanent gauge stations which had available data for the simu-607

lation window (3 NOAA, 6 USGS, and 21 CRMS), as well as at 10 additional temporary608

gauges installed for the Pre-Delta-X campaign [Simard et al., 2020]. Water level measure-609

ment frequencies varied by source agency, and were 5-minute (JPL), 6-minute (NOAA),610

15-minute (USGS), and 1-hour (CRMS) respectively. All gauge measurement times were611

converted to UTM, and all water level measurements were referenced to the NAVD88 da-612

tum using Geoid12B. Two USGS gauges and one NOAA gauge lacked a NAVD88 ref-613

erence datum, and two NOAA gauges lacked a reference geoid, and a systematic vertical614

bias may exist for these gauges. If a gauge completely lacked a reference datum, its mea-615

surements were offset to match the mean elevation of the nearest gauge with a verified616

datum, which is a fair assumption given the shallow slopes ≈ O(10−5) in this system. In617

addition, we evaluate simulations with data collected over several lidar flights conducted618

during the simulation window and processed to extract the water surface elevations in the619

WLO [Denbina et al., 2021]. We compare error statistics – such as the Root-Mean-Square620

Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the coefficient of determination (R2), and621

the mean vertical offset (µ∆η) – between the CPM and unrefined models. We also qualita-622

tively compare the InSAR-derived water level change measurements to the simulated rate623

of water level change to guide our choice of vegetation density m in the trial-and-error624

calibration process.625

It should be noted that the aim of the current study is not to develop a perfectly cal-626

ibrated model of the WLAD system – with the quantity of calibration data available, it627

is likely one could apply a more sophisticated approach to fine-tune the friction parame-628

ters used in this model implementation. Rather, the aim of the present study is to show629

the change in model performance due to changes in the mesh as a result of applying the630

UMRM, while all other attributes of the model (e.g. friction, boundary conditions) are631

held constant. The model calibration performed herein was deemed more than sufficiently632

accurate (based on error statistics) for the purpose of model comparison, but calibration633

itself is not the focus of this study.634

4 Results635

It is clear from the resulting sizes of the CPM and unrefined meshes (1, 544, 332636

and 2, 222, 138 cells, respectively) that applying the UMRM successfully reduced the to-637
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tal number of elements in the CPM by nearly a third (30.5%) compared to the unrefined638

mesh. The reduction in simulation times is similar, with the CPM model taking on aver-639

age 31.5% less clock time than the unrefined model to finish an identical simulation – in640

total a reduction from approximately 12.9hr to 8.9hr . Both models had similar time-step641

statistics, with an average time-step of 0.213s and 0.204s in the CPM and unrefined mod-642

els, respectively.643
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Figure 7. Performance of each model compared to water level measurements collected during the Pre-

Delta-X campaign, sorted by data source for the (a-e) unrefined mesh and (f-j) connectivity-preserving mesh.

For each data series, we indicate each water level measurement, the 1:1 perfect-prediction line and linear re-

gression, and error statistics. The CPM and unrefined mesh have nearly identical performance at reproducing

measured water levels.
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Model performance statistics were very similar between the CPM and unrefined649

models (Figure 7). Both models performed relatively well at reproducing measured wa-650

ter levels at a majority of gauges in the region, as well as the lidar-derived water levels. In651

general, both models performed better at gauges near larger channels or water bodies (e.g.652

the WLO, Atchafalaya, GIWW) than in smaller channels in the interior of the wetlands.653

This is reflected in the poorer performance at CRMS gauges (Figure 7d,i) located deeper654
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into wetlands along small and shallow channels. This is due to the well-known numerical655

diffusion of momentum across channel banks [Davies and Roberts, 2015], which increases656

channel drag, particularly in places where the highest mesh resolution (≈ 25m grid spac-657

ing) in both models is larger than the smallest (≈ 10m) channels. Despite this shortcom-658

ing, tidal propagation is still visible in most of those channels in a diminished form, and it659

does not appear to affect the performance of the other gauges in larger channels.660

Approximately four CRMS gauges (0301, 4779, 4808, 4809) did not show any ap-661

preciable tidal activity in either model, with water levels remaining approximately static662

throughout the simulation window. The latter three gauges are all clustered together in663

the interior wetlands southwest of the GIWW-WLO intersection, whereas 0301 is south-664

east of the GIWW-Atchafalaya intersection. We estimate from Google Earth that the mean665

channel size associated with these four CRMS gauges is approximately 11.2m. All four666

of these gauges were flagged as active by the input mask (Figure 5a), and only one of the667

four was reclassified as inactive during the UMRM – 4779 was removed by the connec-668

tivity filter (Figure 3q) due to a disconnection upstream. Even though three of these lo-669

cations were modeled with high resolution by the CPM model – and all of them by the670

unrefined model – neither model was well-suited to observe tidal activity at these gauges,671

which implies that the UMRM is not primarily responsible for poor performance at these672

four gauges.673

All performance statistics were nearly identical between the CPM and unrefined674

models – they did, however, vary by source agency. Model RMSE varied between 4.4 −675

12.3cm depending on the data source, with a mean of about 6cm across all measure-676

ments. MAE was generally lower, ranging from 3.9 − 9.7cm with a mean of about 5cm.677

Both error measures were generally lowest for lidar-derived data (Figure 7e,i) and high-678

est for CRMS data (Figure 7d,i). For the NOAA and USGS gauges, these error metrics679

may be artificially inflated slightly due to uncertainty in the reference datum of a few680

of the gauges, as mentioned in section 3.3. Despite this, the USGS linear regression has681

near-perfect agreement with the 1:1 observed-modeled line for both models (Figure 7c,h).682

Non-CRMS data all have generally good R2 values and show good clustering around the683

1:1 line. Several of the regressions demonstrate a slope < 1, which suggests that the cur-684

rent calibration may be slightly under-predicting the tidal range on average. However, the685

NOAA and USGS gauges observed the largest tidal range of any of the source agencies,686

and do not show the same bias in the regression slope.687
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The scale and pattern of water level change in both simulations are comparable to688

the InSAR-derived measurements of water level change during the 2.5 hour observation689

window on October 16th, between 14:08 and 16:37 UTC (Figure 8). This observation690

window coincided with the turning of low tides, with the tidal minimum occurring at691

about 15:30 at the coastline, as indicated by the NOAA Amerada Pass gauge on the west-692

ern edge of the Atchafalaya Delta (Figure 1). The tidal response in the interior wetlands is693

delayed with respect to the coastline due to the finite propagation speed of the wave front694

– as a result, InSAR primarily measured the falling limb of the tidal signal, with the ris-695

ing limb only visible in the most distal reaches of the WLAD, such as inside the Pintail696

Bar and Johnston Islands of the WLD (Figure 8a). The InSAR-derived spatial patterns and697

direction of water level change inside large wetlands are reasonably well captured by both698

the CPM (Figure 8b,e,h) and unrefined (Figure 8c,f,i) models, with large interior wetlands699

lowering several centimeters within the window, and then beginning to rise again in the700

most distal islands.701

The large wetlands inside the interdistributary islands of each delta complex (Figure707

8a,d) tend to show the best qualitative agreement with the InSAR measurements. How-708

ever, some differences can be seen between the magnitudes of the measured and simu-709

lated water level change in a few locations. In a few wetlands, water levels appear to have710

fallen too much or too little, with more visible differences in the Atchafalaya Delta (Fig-711

ure 8d-f) than in the WLD (Figure 8a-c). We hypothesize that this is reflective of the fi-712

delity of the bathymetry data in each delta used when constructing the topographic mo-713

saic [Denbina et al., 2020] – intertidal bathymetry in the WLD was sourced from more714

recent and carefully-constructed datasets [Shaw et al., 2016], whereas data quality in the715

Atchafalaya is more uncertain. The largest differences in the measured and simulated wa-716

ter level change, however, occurs in the upstream more interior wetlands. North of the717

WLD, for example, several small channels are visibly associated with falling water levels718

in the InSAR data (Figure 8a), but neither model succeeds in capturing these dynamics719

(Figure 8b-c). While water does tend to inundate these locations during high tide, no wa-720

ter level change was visible during the low-tide InSAR observation window. The fact that721

both the CPM and unrefined models failed to observe any low-tide activity in those lo-722

cations suggests this is an overarching effect of the grid resolution, rather than anything723

relating to the UMRM. In fact, it is clear from the locations of interior polygons (Figure724
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8b) that the UMRM tried to preserve connectivity in these locations, which were classified725

as active by all three (positive) input masks (Figure 2a-c).726

Disagreements between the simulations and InSAR data are greater in the upstream727

wetlands along the Atchafalaya (Figure 8g-i), with the models failing to resolve falling wa-728

ter levels in numerous interior wetlands. We hypothesize that the cause of this discrepancy729

is two-fold. First, there are several signs that the InSAR-derived water level decreases in730

this region are exacerbated by atmospheric distortions, leading to an artificial background731

signal of falling water levels. Intermediate interferograms within this window show diago-732

nal striping over these locations [Jones et al., 2021], which is a common sign of clouds in733

the troposphere. This is also suggested by the 3 − 6cm measured decrease in water levels734

in the island to the northeast of the USGS Avoca Pass gauge and GIWW, which is known735

to be a high elevation region (Figure 2d) and contains a storm surge levee (Figure 1) that736

the USACE maintains at an elevation of ≈ 3.5m NAVD88. It is highly improbable that737

this location would have been submerged at the range of discharge and tidal levels mea-738

sured during the observation window, so 3 − 6cm is likely a good approximation for the739

excess atmospheric distortion in this region. The second cause of the simulation discrep-740

ancy is the quantity of sub-grid-scale natural and artificial channels present in this region741

of the landscape. The area has numerous canals with widths < 25m throughout, so the742

mesh discretization appears to have disconnected several noteworthy lakes from the rest of743

the active channel network. Wetlands which do appear qualitatively similar to the InSAR744

measurements all drain through sufficiently large channels to be captured by the model745

resolution.746

In general, we did not identify any obvious instances in which the coarsening of the747

CPM caused by the UMRM was responsible for decreases in the accuracy of the CPM748

when compared to the unrefined model. The only hydrodynamic differences which could749

be discerned at all were slight changes in the patterns of inundation in a few locations750

during high tide, which in the CPM tended to be somewhat more smooth (due to the751

coarsening of the mesh) than in the unrefined mesh – however, these flooding patterns752

generally did not differ in magnitude or extent. Most of the inaccuracies in either model753

were the result of other constraints placed on the model, such as the maximum mesh reso-754

lution or input bathymetric quality.755
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5 Discussion756

5.1 Role of Input Data on Mesh Characteristics757

It is interesting to compare the resulting inactive-region mask (Figure 5b) to the in-758

put layers used (Figure 2) and the unprocessed imagery of the WLAD (Figure 1) to ob-759

serve which regions of the channel network are inactive enough to get classified as such.760

For example, nearly the entirety of the natural WLD was classified as active and mod-761

eled in high-resolution, whereas the numerous anthropogenic dredge spoil deposits in the762

Atchafalaya Delta are too high-elevation to be tidally active. Many of the upstream inte-763

rior locations which were delineated as inactive are known to be forested [Thomas et al.,764

2019] and appear to be a different color in the (false-color) LandSat imagery (Figure 1) –765

which may reflect a relationship between fluvial activity and vegetation reflectance char-766

acteristics in the WLAD. Regardless, many of the locations which are clearly active, par-767

ticularly in wetlands with emergent vegetation, may appear to be less active when viewed768

as a single snapshot in time (e.g. Figure 1). This highlights the importance of choosing769

representative input data when determining where to prioritize computational resources.770

Due to the importance of channels in conveying flow, it is appropriate that the con-771

nectivity filter (Figures 3q, 4ii) is the most restrictive step of the UMRM in deciding772

which locations get prioritized. Close inspection of the mesh and resulting topography773

(Figures 4vii, 6) demonstrate that preserving channel connectivity remains a priority all774

the way through the UMRM to the final mesh. For this reason the water mask (Figure775

2a) is the most significant layer to include as an input because it enforces that the result-776

ing polygons obey the channel network structure of the landscape. When other lower-777

resolution inputs are used to define this water mask in other applications, it is important778

to ensure that the resolution does not artificially disconnect the network in sub-grid-scale779

channels, if those channels are expected to convey a hydrodynamically significant flux.780

Using a longer temporal average of water presence, a lower NDWI threshold, or a filter to781

reconnect water features to each other (e.g. dilation, binary closing) could help ensure that782

the network structure is representative of on-the-ground landscape features.783

Each of the first three input masks (Figure 2a-c) had some mix of unique and re-784

dundant information when compared to the other masks. The wetland vegetation and In-785

SAR input masks (Figure 2b-c) each had the effect of expanding the extent of active pixels786

delineated in the water mask (Figure 2a), particularly in the areas surrounding wetland787
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boundaries and channel banks. It is somewhat surprising how much the vegetation and788

InSAR layers had in common with each other – the most notable discrepancy between789

them being the large regions of activity visible in the InSAR mask on the Northern edge790

of the swath, wherein the true signal of falling tides appears to have been exacerbated by791

artificial noise caused by moisture in the troposphere. Because both of these input layers792

emphasize intertidal wetlands, which others have shown (particularly inside the Wax Lake793

Delta) to have an important hydrodynamic influence on hydrological connectivity and sys-794

tem function [e.g. Hiatt and Passalacqua, 2015; Hiatt et al., 2018; Olliver and Edmonds,795

2021], each of these input layers helps ensure that high-resolution channel-island hydrody-796

namics are maintained in the CPM. The ability of InSAR to see through vegetation does797

provide unique information in certain locations, particularly in small channels west of the798

WLO, around which much more activity is visible in the InSAR-derived mask than in ei-799

ther optically-derived mask. Because the InSAR mask uses a different sensing technique,800

has a different time-scale of observation, and is processed entirely independently of the801

optical water mask, we believe this to be the next most important input layer (after the802

water mask) at ensuring that the resulting mesh is well-suited to model a diverse set of lo-803

cations and conditions. In general, we recommend that future applications of the UMRM804

use multiple lines of independent observations to ensure that the resulting mesh is not lim-805

ited by shortcomings inherent to one particular sensor or sensing technique, unless there806

exists strong confidence in the quality of one particular dataset. Regardless, these results807

suggest that NDVI variance may be a useful proxy for where to expect hydrodynamic ac-808

tivity in future InSAR missions.809

In the case of all input masks, our aim was to use the most conservative choice of810

binarization thresholds C1 − C4 applicable to our domain. However, we do expect the ex-811

act efficiency improvements of the UMRM in the WLAD to be sensitive to any choice of812

threshold. In the case of the channel network, for example, choosing too high of a C1 is813

likely to disconnect smaller channels in the network, and choosing too low a C1 is likely814

to mislabel artificial noise as an active water body. In general, the latter of these two op-815

tions is preferable, because false positives tend to get filtered out by the processing steps816

of the UMRM. Our choices of thresholds were based on field experience and comparisons817

with other land classification datasets [e.g. Carle et al., 2014; Olliver and Edmonds, 2017;818

Thomas et al., 2019; Marshak et al., 2020], and our results suggest that these choices were819

in fact conservative, given the large swaths of the CPM model in which no activity was820
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observed despite being located in a high-resolution region. We expect that as automatic821

feature extraction software continues to improve [e.g. Isikdogan et al., 2017; Jin et al.,822

2021], this workflow will become less dependent on any particular choice of threshold.823

5.2 Effects of the UMRM on Performance824

As is clear from the results in section 4, application of the UMRM caused a note-825

worthy increase in the efficiency of the CPM model simulation without any substantial826

loss in simulation quality when compared to the unrefined model. The CPM model man-827

aged to achieve the same performance with a ≈ 30% decrease in element count, simula-828

tion time, and resulting output file size by prioritizing computational time and resources829

in areas that are more hydrodynamically active. We observed only minor changes in the830

error statistics of water level measurements (Figure 7) and qualitatively similar patterns831

of water level change (Figure 8) between both models. The fact that simulation efficiency832

could be improved by a third without any loss in performance suggests that application of833

the UMRM in this system achieved these efficiency improvements “for free,” so-to-speak,834

without requiring a new mesh algorithm, sophisticated changes to the calibration, or pro-835

prietary software.836

It is important to note that large swaths of the unrefined model were still coarsened837

out in Atchafalaya Bay (section 3.2.4) in order to keep the computational demands of the838

unrefined model within reasonable bounds. While these supplementary regions are not839

based on the imagery datasets and are therefore not the main focus of the mesh compari-840

son, these additional polygons were still obtained via steps of the UMRM – therefore, the841

30% reduction in computational demand we observe could be considered conservative.842

The computational gain resulting from the application of the UMRM depends on843

the complexity of the landscape. Application of the UMRM in other systems would likely844

differ in the precise quantity of efficiency improvements that could be obtained through845

mesh refinement, which would directly depend on the fraction of the model domain that846

could be reasonably classified as “active” and “inactive”. In fully-inundated or other well-847

connected settings, it is likely that the UMRM would not offer significant efficiency im-848

provements. However, in many large-scale complex systems containing regions of flu-849

vial/tidal inactivity or fully leveed islands (e.g. the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna Delta,850

Jarriel et al. [2020]), the potential efficiency increases from applying the UMRM could be851
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substantial. Perhaps most importantly, the UMRM could assist in making feasible some852

large-scale models that might otherwise be intractable. Rather than lowering resolution853

or narrowing the model bounds, which may limit the kinds of science questions a model854

would be able to answer, the UMRM could be a new tool in the toolbox to reduce the855

computational demand required to model a system.856

5.3 Regions, Breaklines, or Holes?857

In the WLAD case-study, inactive interior polygons were enforced in the model858

using the interior_regions method, inside of which the mesh was coarser than the back-859

ground but still fine enough to allow for flooding of the marsh platform. However, as860

mentioned in section 2.2, two other built-in methods for refining the mesh exist which861

could have been used instead – internal_holes and breaklines. While these were less ap-862

propriate for the present application, they could certainly be useful or even preferable in863

other systems. We will therefore briefly discuss how these other implementations would864

change our results.865

If the internal regions of the WLAD had been enforced as internal_holes, it would866

have further reduced the computational demand by eliminating all cells inside inactive867

polygons. This could be a reasonable assumption in many other coastal settings containing868

flood control structures or embankments, with regions entirely disconnected from fluvial869

or tidal processes. Other studies have used internal_holes to play the role of buildings870

and other structures in smaller-scale models in urban settings [e.g. Schubert and Sanders,871

2012], which could also be delineated using the UMRM if high-enough resolution data872

(e.g. UAV imagery) were available. However, inaccurately assigning locations that actually873

should have flooded to internal_holes (due e.g. to noisy or incorrect input data) would874

have the effect of overly-confining flows to the channel and leading to unphysical behavior.875

In the WLAD CPM, a few locations designated as inactive still showed signs of activity876

in the model simulation (Figure 8e), which would not have been allowed had we used in-877

ternal_holes. In summary, using internal_holes instead of internal_regions could lead to878

additional efficiency improvements, but caution should be given as to when the assump-879

tion of complete inactivity is appropriate.880

If the internal regions of the WLAD had been enforced as breaklines, it likely would881

have decreased the efficiency of the CPM model when compared to the unrefined model.882
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This is because breaklines would increase the complexity of the mesh over the background883

case without coarsening any areas to compensate, which would ultimately lead to more884

mesh elements and longer simulation times. However, breaklines could improve the model885

performance inside the channel network if they properly aligned with channel boundaries,886

due to better representation of the channel planform. If improved model performance is a887

higher priority than reduced computational demand, this could be desirable, particularly in888

smaller models. For implementations of the UMRM using breaklines, we recommend re-889

ducing the dilation buffer size (Figure 3r) to keep polygon boundaries better aligned with890

channels, and reducing the minimum island size threshold (Figure 3t) to retain more of the891

topographic discontinuities.892

5.4 Other Limitations893

The quality of the output of the UMRM is necessarily limited by the quality, quan-894

tity, and resolution of data used as an input to this workflow. The aim of our proposed re-895

finement method is to use remotely-sensed supplementary information to improve numeri-896

cal models “upstream” of calibration, by embedding topological attributes of the landscape897

into the structure of the mesh itself. Naturally, this approach is only recommended if that898

remote sensing information is believed to be representative of on-the-ground conditions in899

the landscape. Over-confidence in the quality of a small amount of input data could lead900

to poor performance in the resulting model, much in the same way that over-calibration to901

unrepresentative calibration data can lead to an unphysical model.902

Perhaps the most important caveat regarding the UMRM is embedded in the defini-903

tion of what it means to be hydrodynamically “inactive”. A region labeled inactive under904

certain environmental conditions could certainly become active during fluvial flooding or905

storm surge, and could certainly still be a storage space for groundwater/rainfall and serve906

an important ecological function. It is important to recognize that the choice to refine cer-907

tain regions of the model domain at the expense of other regions is a value judgement908

about which kinds of physical processes are most important for the model to capture. In909

many applications, we believe this is an acceptable tradeoff, but it may not be appropri-910

ate in all systems or at all times. In the WLAD, for example, most of the locations la-911

beled “inactive” in the present model would be flooded during the high-discharge season912

in the Spring. We aimed to be conservative with our inactivity assumption by using in-913

put data spanning a long observation window (optical Planet data spanning from 2009 to914
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2020), but calibration and validation were still performed exclusively using data during the915

low-flow month of October. Note that this is not a limitation unique to applications of the916

UMRM – models are always designed, calibrated, and validated with certain environmen-917

tal conditions in mind, outside of which performance may be less reliable. The same rules918

apply when choosing how to (or whether to) refine the mesh.919

5.5 Reproducibility920

Some of the central advantages of the UMRM are that the process is open-source,921

entirely automated, and reproducible. For a given input mask, the method only requires922

that the user choose the size of the buffer to use between regions (here 50m), the mini-923

mum size of islands to convert into polygons (here 0.25km2), and the ε used for the RDP924

algorithm (here 50m). In principle, this approach could help make the model development925

more simple, straightforward, and objective. Many models which allow for variable mesh926

resolution have no automated implementation method, and rely heavily on user judgement927

when choosing where to place polygons/breaklines, which has the potential to bias model928

results. The UMRM takes a majority of this process out of the user’s hands, and can pro-929

vide significant increases in model efficiency without requiring a lot of complex decision-930

making directly by the user. Furthermore, existing mesh algorithms that do attempt to re-931

fine the mesh based on landscape characteristics typically only account for topography,932

which under-utilizes other informative types of remotely-sensed data that are becoming933

more readily available.934

The UMRM is entirely agnostic regarding the type of input mask used to delin-935

eate active and inactive regions, which modelers could construct using the best available936

data in the region of their model domain. Because the UMRM and ANUGA are both open-937

source, this means that different users with access to the same input mask (and details938

regarding the settings used) can construct the same model from scratch on their own ma-939

chine, following the same workflow. This could potentially aid in making hydrodynamic940

models more reproducible, even in instances when the model itself may be restricted from941

sharing or is otherwise inaccessible.942
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6 Conclusions943

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to present a generalized method944

to use non-topographic remote sensing data to constrain the mesh structure of a hydrody-945

namic model. The Unstructured Mesh Refinement Method (UMRM) is open-source, fully-946

automated, and entirely agnostic regarding the source of imagery data used as input. The947

method requires only a binary raster and a few parameter choices as inputs, and using a948

few image processing and filtering steps, produces as output a set of internal polygons for949

selectively coarsening the mesh. All UMRM outputs are designed by default for numeri-950

cal stability and compatibility with the mesh engine of the ANUGA hydrodynamic model.951

Because this workflow and the ANUGA model are both open-source, the availability of this952

tool can potentially aid in making the process of model development more straightforward,953

objective, and reproducible. Our test application of the UMRM to a large-scale model of954

the Wax Lake and Atchafalaya Delta system led to a roughly 30% decrease in the num-955

ber of mesh cells, the simulation time, and the resulting output size of the data, without956

any discernible loss in model accuracy. We hope future studies will quantify the impact of957

the UMRM on models of other systems and using other types of remote sensing imagery958

as inputs. We recommend that future applications carefully consider whether the type959

of remote sensing data used and the assumptions that went into processing those layers960

are compatible with the science questions being addressed by the model. In addition, we961

recommend that future applications be conservative regarding which areas of the domain962

are hydrodynamically active under the environmental conditions being considered. Future963

work will investigate the possibility of integrating the UMRM with other unstructured 2D964

hydrodynamic models, as well as with other novel topography-based mesh-generating al-965

gorithms. In summary, the reduction in model computational demand demonstrated herein966

for the WLAD model can serve as motivation for additional usage of remote sensing im-967

agery to inform hydrodynamic model structure in other applications.968
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